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Abstract
‘Management’ at the business capitalism covers the vehicle of some aspects including
the employee, course, service, network, and any kind of stuffs related to this case. In line
with the system of business management, every single company might be in uniformity
according to the common standard of capitalism despite having differences in the vision
and mission. In this case, Waroeng Steak (WS) Restaurant in Demangan, Yogyakarta
intentionally applied Islamic spiritual management. WS uses several kinds of teachings
and trainings according to Islamic Sharia in the daily process. This concept concerns
to the employees’ behavior upgrading and company progression through WS’ timeline
program including daily, weekly, and annually activity striving for a great spiritual and
economic orientation in the future. This paper argue despite the spiritual training for
employees of WS might not be considered practical by capitalist standard, it is effective
in bringing both spiritual and economic benefits to both company and all members of
the staff. The research result that capitalism meet religion in terms of the production
could lead to another standpoint at the collaborative intention in gaining positive benefit
in successful business operation. Religion in regard to spiritual management in business
has a significant role in bringing both individual upgrading in the class of devotion to
God and the reflection to the good ethic in undergoing the working process, it is finally
so-called a spiritual company that will be distinctively differ from the other existential
companies.
Keyword: spiritual management, employees’ habit, company characteristic upgrading
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Introduction
In 20th century, a stage of capitalism has been widely recognized as
one of the significant points in the process of globalization. In particular,
this case is importantly viewed when it comes to the economic aspect
within a business sphere in terms of company. In the system of undergoing
a business in the capitalism context, so-called “management” becomes the
thick portion of company in regard to the process of it. This management
covers the vehicle of some aspects including the employee, course, service,
network, and any kind of stuffs related to this case. In line with the system
of business management, every single company might be in uniformity
according to the common standard of capitalism despite having differences
in the vision and mission.
Conversely, the issue of business management of certain company
seems to be excited to be figured out when it attaches to a religious
contact, in the concept of spirituality. Spiritual company is an idea which
is in concern going to be discussed later in this paper. Spirituality here is
implemented through the management used in a company (Abdullrahim,
2017). Regarding to this case, it can be perceived that the globalization
appearance could lead every aspect of life in an instance of economical
production to the spectacle of integrating and interconnecting one sector
to another one in the sense of gaining more benefits and advantages. It is
in need of successful orientation particularly in this topic that concerns
with the case when business sector meets religious land (Sharma, 2017;
Nisha, 2017). In other words, business is no longer engaging with merely
capitalist matter and its process of production, yet it could be in contact
with a religion, a devotion to the deity, and its spiritual management.
In this paper, I take the case of Waroeng Steak Restaurant in
Demangan, Yogyakarta. Its location is the first place established in 2000
before having several branches in the level of regional and national
position in Indonesia.It is a culinary restaurant in which the main menu
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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is steak commonly known from European food, but it wraps up in several
categories. Deliberately, I will not concern with the food issue deeply here,
but the spiritual management that is actualized by the company in the
execution of business process is the main issue in regard to this paper work.
The significant reason in choosing WS (abbreviation: Waroeng
Steak) is because this company could be considered as having different
management in use for operating the business compared with the
other common companies. It refers to the management training of the
employees as the member of the company who could potentially bring the
good image for the future development. Islamic spiritual management is
actualized by this company; therefore I argue that this case can be labeled
as a spiritual company. WS uses several kinds of teachings and trainings
according to Islamic Sharia in the daily process. The concept concerns the
employees’ behavior upgrading and company progression through WS’
timeline program including daily, weekly, and annually activity striving for
a great spiritual and economic orientation in the future.
Taking the case which concerns with a spiritual management in
taking Islamic framework of dealing with the process, I connect it with
the concept of spiritual economy proposed by Daromir Rudnycky (2009).
This concept indeed supports this observation where a capitalist form fits
to the Islamic ethics in working the business agenda. Rudnycky examines
his research by observing a company of PT. Krakatau Steel and ESQ
Leadership Centre and witnessing how these factories work on religious
resurgence in dealing with neoliberalism and economical existence.
Furthermore, it is significant in having these conversations regarding
the issue of capitalism which implemented in business of company and
the product, engaging a religious spectacle especially Islamic aspect, and
putting the spot of globalization in terms of spiritual economies. Those
interactions create another worldview and image in this globalized world.
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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In particular, when there is no border among the sectors in human life,
it can globalize the spot of interaction between one to another that can
give birth toward a wider contextual engagement. In addition, analyzing
spirituality when it connects to capitalism, it exhibits another standpoint
of the emergence of incorporation in the sense of economical orientation.
Also, this significance refers to the spectacle of religion in the development
of capitalism which nowadays might be practical in a way.
Through the observation and such interview sections as with the
manager and the employee of WS in particular time, I finally draw three
important questions regarding this discussion. They are revealing out the
spiritual trainings and teachings that are provided by the management of
Waroeng Steak to the employees and some social events, understanding
the influence of those things toward the individual development both a
personally updrading and a work performance during the activity and its
process, and how they, the member of the company, evaluate their position
in regard to capitalism as a part of globalization process. Consequently,
my arguments in line with this case is despite the spiritual training for
employees of WS might not be considered practical by capitalist standard,
it is effective in bringing both spiritual and economic benefits to both
company and all members of the staff. The interplay among business and
religious spectacle in the context of globalization, in the evaluation, could
lead a company and its members to the better development.
Spiritual Managements and Trainings
It was 2st December 2014, I began my interview session with WS’
manager as well as employee named Ali Hartawan. I did it at evening and
by accidental moment, I had to wait for him a few minutes because he
was doing an obligatory evening prayer together, jama’ah (in Arabic term),
with a few of other members of the restaurant. I got an interesting topic in
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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this landscape. It is in knowing the traditional religious practice in having
prayer together, since not all companies have this kind of ritual. They, the
member of the restaurants, are even provided a particular rest time for
doing prayer together even though they actually can do it individually.
Indeed, this activity is one of the religious traditions included in WS’
spiritual management.
In the early qualification of having such of selection for WS’
employees, it has some particular characteristics that must be fulfilled by
people who are going to register to the member of the restaurants. WS
only recruits men as the employees. The significant thing is they have to
be Muslim with some religious qualifications such as ability of reciting alQuran and Islamic prayers besides having a good characteristic in work and
public service as the common qualifications in business recruitment. Even
though they do not fluent enough in these skills, they will be facilitated
to be guided and trained later by WS’ management.In according to my
analysis, I classify the spiritual management executed by WS in three
characteristics: individual exercise, company objective, and public service.
These three classifications rely on sharia Islam including Islamic values
and norms. The origin of sharia sources refers to the Quran as the work
and will of God, the Sunna as the customs and practices of Muhammad
Prophet’s words and deeds, Islamic law and individual conscience (Rizk,
2008). In brief, this management is to provide a leadership treatment for
the personal and work dedication based on Islamic principles.
Indicating the orientation in the context of capitalism, it elucidates
a major point in each of the classification above. The first classification
which is individual exercise, in line with Hartawan’s explanation, this
management focuses on personal enhancement of the employees on
religious practices as the habitual activities. It coves prayer including
obligatory and recommendatory prayer, recitation, and charity with
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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individual awareness. In the actualization, the obligatory prayer is the five
prayers as the general Islamic tradition and the recommendatory prayer
is such a morning prayer called dhuha, and dawn prayer called tahajjud
in which these rituals have some significance in the substantial practice.
The recitation, the members of the company have a religious daily agenda
called One Day One Juz, in which, they are suggested to read 10 pages as
the part of Al Quran’s verses. Last, the charity means personal willingness
to share what they have even a little to the appropriate target. These kind
of exercises are daily actualized by the employees as the manifestation of
devotion to God through the period of working process.
The following element of the classification in regard to the spiritual
management of WS is a company objective. It refers to WS’ objectives for
integrating Islamic teaching with working duty. The previous classification
is still contributed to this second aspect. One of the implementation is
praying together in sidelines during the working process, when the exact
time for praying comes, the employees will split themselves up between
one and another in having prayer, three and four members for instance.
This tradition deliberately has a meaningful significance in which giving
an instruction to be discipline with the collective intention. In brief,
there is no reason to leave out this ritual even in the busy condition.
This tradition might be practical in a way of working process as well that
implemented in appreciating time and working deadline. In addition,
the company provides an Islamic boarding school for the employees in
reaching an effective process in the activity in supporting the individual
exercise. Afterwards, there is an annual program for that is ESQ (Emotional
and Spiritual Quotient) for the employees’ spiritual input for selfacknowledgment and innate characteristic as the basic guidance for work
and home intention. Then, the management also provides biweekly sermon
for the employees by inviting a religious teacher as the media to increase
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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and enrich their spiritual and religious knowledge as the foundation of
undergoing the religious practices. Another, it is a monthly program that
recites a completed verses of Al Quran within a particular time. And the
annual program is a big charity such as giving 1000 plates of steak for1000
orphanages spread out in over Indonesia regency through WS’ branch of
restaurants. This program depicts a deep objective which is the sense of
gratefulness on the company development as well as marketing orientation
in public sphere. These slight spiritual management actualized in several
religious agenda possess an important meaning for political interest toward
religious expectation, social orientation, and economical purpose (Palupi,
2017; Newaz, 2016).
Furthermore, the third classification is a public service. In details,
WS not only provides spiritual program for the employees as the member
of the company but it also creates some events addressing to the society
nearby it, people who lives surrounding. This program is biweekly which
accommodates around 200 people. The purpose is also in the sense of
serving a lot of people in terms of spiritual need packaged in the sermon
and recitation. Another service is social events in the particular moment,
in Islamic celebration for example. A charity program is kind of important
agenda that is created in several organizations as it has been explained
in the previous description. Therefore, WS’ movement in spiritual action
does not merely address to the employees and the company, but also for
many people who are in contact with it either in terms of location and
cooperation.
Finally, those kind of spiritual managements are carried out since
2007 until now after 6 years of WS’ establishment. Definitely, every
single program that is managed under the umbrella of Islamic teaching
within norm and value has a significant position attaching the company’s
future orientation and expectation. If I make a comparative analysis with
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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Weber’s issue on religion and capitalism, there is a tight relation in this
case. The concept of spirit of capitalism can be considered as the pioneer
depiction in scientific discourse on how religion plays an important role
in the human economic development (Peifer, 2017; Scherer, 2017). The
more prosper people, the more people indicated as the blessed one in the
context of religious, social, and economic environment (Pals, 2008). Even
though Weber in his contextual observation take as case of Protestant in
regard to Calvinist and Lutheran denomination, this essential substance
in this aspect has a similarity in the orientation. In consequences, WS’s
program toward the employees and its management underline at prosperity
development for the future condition.
Employees’ Habit and Company Characteristic Upgrading
The spiritual management was executed by WS in 2007. Hartawan
told in such a comparison of WS’s condition before that particular period
and after the execution of the spiritual management. Every single spiritual
program has convinced them in such good development and revolutionary
situation. There is a big transformation effected to WS’ development either
spiritual or economic benefits for the company in general and all members
in particular. In the individual upgrading referring to the employees’
benefit, Hartawan confessed that he could get two aspects of benefits
which are in uniform; they are material and spiritual enhancement. In the
material aspect, there is a sufficient wealth and considered as blessed in
it for his life fulfillment. In the spiritual aspect, he could devout to God
in the ordinance and discipline condition. He convinces that by working
process in WS is not only about fulfilling financial need but also about
spiritual income. He conceptualizes the process of working in dedication
of company impliedly as the manifestation of dedicating oneself to God.
Working is a worship in brief saying. There is so much blessing he counts
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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on the spiritual management he actualizes in the everyday life without
considering them as a burden. And the final satisfaction in the result of this
aspect is the destination of happiness and blissful life.
In the important transformation is the work ethic. By undergoing
the spiritual managements, the employees’ behavior in working process
increasingly qualified. Consciousness in business is the significant one.
From the individual upgrading of the employees take effects to the
enhancement of the working enthusiasm. Hartawan could evaluate
this condition including the different atmosphere of the employees’
transformation because he had been working in WS since 2001. In the
pragmatic result, WS’ turnover in regard to business profit increases
around 70 % in advance. It can be seen that the transformation is the
result of individual exercise which lead to a good work ethic and finally it
effects to the company development.
A company upgrading can also be observed from the context of
popularity. Every single good transformation in the context of capitalism
plays a consequent position. WS’ transformation after having the spiritual
management for some classification has a good impact for its popularity.
Nowadays, it becomes one of the famous and most visited restaurants
in Yogyakarta and finally having for about 50 outlets in over Indonesian
regency (waroengsteakandshake.com). From the context of popularity,
WS globalizes its location with still in the persistent management in
the framework of Islamic business ethics which fits to the Al Quran and
Islamic tradition.
Contextualizing Globalization in Business Production
This part is the significant point in understanding the context of
globalization in the spectacle of capitalism and its connection to religious
landscape. The problem of economic crisis is the reason why nowadays
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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spiritual management is needed. In accordance with Rudnycky’s text (2009:
119) in evaluating ESQ’s substantial program based on Ari Ginanjar’s
view, ESQ’s CEO, the economic crisis in Indonesia that nowadays comes
to the global problem such as corruption, deception, shiftlessness, and etc,
is the indication of spiritual problem, therefore regarding to the solution,
first thing that must be concerned in the effective way out is by actualizing
the spiritual instruction in management through the principle of business
success and personal development according to the Islamic literature. WS’
movement is one of the appropriate examples in dealing with this case.
In my evaluation, WS’ management is in the participation of solution in
regard to the crisis of economy in regard to spiritual problem. When religion
has been positioned in the place of capitalist environment, the exploration
of meaning could be discovered in which religion is not merely for the
religious orientation but it also benefits to the other interdisciplinary aspect
of social and economy (Snarr, 2017; Mike, 2017). Spiritual management
in this case could be the medium of the intervention of spiritual problem
(Rudnycky, 2009: 120).
In the other analysis, contextualizing WS’product of culinary
business, steak which is basically European food but it utilizes the local
ingredients, this issue fits to the concept of glocalization as one of the
tools of understanding the existence of globalization which is stated in
Vasquez and Marquardt’ text (Robertson 1995; Wilson and Dissanayake
1996). This concept is a process of interacting and adapting the global
issue within a particular practice, instrument, or even product to the local
prosperities. WS’ idea is in the participation of entering the global practice,
European in Western product, in the context of utilizing what local have,
in the case of Indonesia. The inclusive process of global and local aspect in
the dynamic interaction (Voll, 2008: 256).
In the subsequent evaluation regarding to the interview session,
the evaluation of WS’ employees’ position in regard to capitalism as a part
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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of globalization process is convincing positively indeed. It can be viewed
from the narrative how they, all members and staffs’ WS, recognize the
globalization by following the trends in it for striving a success. They admit
that the standard of capitalism in general should be participated actively
within the system and management. Yet, another positive standpoint
here, they see themselves in differently view from the other company’s
program in managing the system. The difference is the significant vision
of WS’ company. It could lead them in defining what success is. The
success which covers a religious and economic spectacle walking together
at all once elucidates an important God’s spot in the public sphere. For
them, the development of some divisions including the religious and social
aspect is the starting point in dealing with the company outline target for
the success. Those are implemented in some social activities that is in the
coexistence with the spiritual intention as the manifestation of religious
devotion.
Another point how the members of WS understand their position
in today’s globalized world in terms of capitalism, in evaluation, the use of
media as the suitable tool in declaring their identity as the spiritual company
through some spiritual and social programs and events. The identity
here, one of them, could be interpreted in terms of religious identity and
company branding. As it has been narrated above about the qualification
of becoming WS’ employee is one should in the affiliation of Islam. In the
analysis, religious identity is the local aspect while the capitalism status
is the global one. To support this argument, I take Cunningham’s idea
(1999: 584) on the construction of self-identity utilized a rhetorical and
symbolic resources in defining one’s position in the context of global view
in exploring a political economy in capitalism aspect. Definitely, there is
a power relation in dealing with this case, the qualification of the identity,
in doing the process of business. In addition, the application of spiritual
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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management is as well the instance of identity construction in regard to
the company demonstration (Yeniaras, 2017).
Forth, it still relates to a power relation. Evaluating the spiritual
management in the context of globalization fits to the framework of
neoliberalism theory. The practice of capitalism in economic orientation
maximizes the advance of human being transforming to human working
in the public interest which might be under control of the state and such
institution (Harvey, 2007: 22). The authoritative management in WS deals
with an advance system to train the employees for the maximal objectives.
Again, these kind of treatments and managements under the purpose of
progressive development either spiritual or economic expectation which
finally result in a just future condition.Also, the spiritual management can
be considered as the media for affiliating the company in the globalized
conversation of capitalism because by having educated and religious
employees with a good qualification of skill would be in advance in the
competitive market and progressive network.
Conclusion
To some extent, the actualization of spiritual management based
on Islamic Sharia by Waroeng Steak restaurant toward its employees and the
company’s activity in the context of capitalism and business arrangement
creates a substantial significant meaning in the progressive development.
The development emphasizes at the spiritual and economic enhancement
through some daily and periodic religious, spiritual, and social programs by
inviting all participants related to the members and the people in contact
with WS under the network of cooperation and demographic position.
Those participants get the positive benefits either individually upgrading,
company objectives, and the social relation. Yet, the important one is
about a spiritual dedication to the deity, in which, the implementation of
Vol. 2 No. 2, May - August 2017
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working agenda is the manifestation of worship not merely an economic
orientation.WS restaurant finally could consistently execute this model of
management due to the successful target and purpose in the competitive
globalized situation of market is in line with the outlining expectation.
Indeed, religious spectacle within spiritual economy of management here
means a lot in defining the company’s identity and development.
In addition, the learning point that can be reached out in this
case is about the integration of religious landscape and economic sphere.
When capitalism met religion in terms of the production, it could lead
to another standpoint at the collaborative intention in gaining positive
benefit in successful business operation. In conclusion, religion in regard
to spiritual management in business has a significant role in bringing both
individual upgrading in the class of devotion to God and the reflection to
the good ethic in undergoing the working process, it is finally so-called
a spiritual company that will be distinctively different from the other
existential companies.
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